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Happy Celebrations
Catalog* Page
Stamp Sets
Happy Celebrations
O 17 40 Polymer 143012
Watercolor Words
16-17 135 Polymer 138702
Catalog* Page Item #
Price
Paper
Smoky Slate 8½" x 11"
16-17 170 131202 $8.00
Smoky Slate
Smoky Slate
Elegant Eggplant 8½”x11" 16-17 170 105126 $8.00
Whisper White 8½" x 11" 16-17 175 140272 $7.00
Thick card stock
Whisper White
Non Stretchy Plastic or
I cut this strip from a Stampin'
Cellophane
Up!® bag.
Catalog* Page Item #
Price
Embellishments
Whisper White ⅝"
16-17 178 114319 $6.00
Organza Ribbon
Silver 1/8" Ribbon
16-17 178 132137 $5.00
Elegant Eggplant Solid
16-17 179 141685 $3.00
Baker's Twine
Catalog* Page
Inks
Elegant Eggplant Classic Ink Pad
16-17 170
Clear Wink of Stella® Glitter Brush
16-17 181
Regals Stampin' Write® Markers
16-17 170
Catalog* Page
Tools & Accessories
Blocks, if using clear-mount stamp sets
Clear-Mount Block D (2⅞" x 2 11/16")
16-17 183
Clear-Mount Block H (4 7/16" x 1⅝")
16-17 183
Adhesive of your choice
16-17 182
Tear & Tape Adhesive
16-17 182
Stampin’ Dimensionals®
16-17 182
1" Circle punch
16-17 187
Project Life™ Corner punch
16-17 187
Classic Label punch
16-17 186
1/8" Circle handheld punch
16-17 187
Celebrations Duo Folder
O 17
41
Big Shot™ Die-Cutting Machine
16-17 190

$35.00
$26.00
Sizes

8½” x 5½”
4⅛” x 4½”
3¾” x 4¾”
4” x 5”
3½” x 4½”
(2) 3¼” x 4½”
1¾” x 8½”
Quantity

5”
(2) 5”
9”
Item #

Price

126969 $6.50
141897 $8.00
131262 $29.00
Item #

Price

118485 $8.50
118490 $8.50
138995
104430
119868
135346
141491
134365
142760
143263

$7.00
$4.00
$13.00
$8.00
$18.00
$9.00
$9.00
$110.00

*16-17 = Annual Catalog
H 16 = Holiday Mini Catalog
O 17 = Occasions Mini Catalog
SAB 17 = Sale-a-Bration Promotion Catalog (1 free item for each $50 purchased products)
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Notes
1. Score the Smoky Slate card stock at 4¼”. Then fold and
crease for the card base.
2. Use the 1” Circle punch to cut half a circle centered at the
bottom of the card. You will want to cut the front, then use
that to position the punch to cut the back separately at the
same place.
3. Cut the top and bottom (portrait) of the 4⅛” x 4½ piece of
Smoky Slate with the Classic Label punch so that the points
of the punch are even with the edge of the card stock.
4. Wrap the plastic or cellophane loosely around the card stock
at the point where you punched. Use Tear & Tape Adhesive
at the very end to make a smooth loop around the card
stock. Trim off any excess so there is not loose ends that
might snag the mechanism. The loop should move freely, but
not be too loose.
5. Position the mechanism in the center of the card. You might
want to mark where it goes. You can put Tear & Tape
Adhesive on the edges but don’t remove the backing yet.
You will need to maneuver around the mechanism and check
for placement before adhering it.
6. Round the corners of one of the 3¼” x 4½” pieces of Whisper
White card stock. Stamp You’re the best in Elegant Eggplant
on the top. Turn the card stock over and put Tear & Tape
Adhesive at the bottom edge and also about ½” below where
the bottom of the image is. Make sure the adhesive will not
go beyond the plastic loop. Adhere this to plastic loop. Slide
the loop so the top of the Whisper White is about ⅛” above
the sides of the mechanism.
7. Round the bottom corners of the other 3¼” x 4½” piece of
Whisper White card stock. Place Tear & Tape Adhesive at
the top of this strip and adhere it to the back of the plastic
loop so that the bottom edge will be even with the bottom of
the card. Gently pull this card stock until the top image
moves above the top of the card. Adhere another strip of
Tear & Tape Adhesive at the bottom edge of the mechanism.
This helps hold the card stock but it also acts as a stop to
keep the mechanism from going too far.
8. Position the mechanism, double-check all the placement,
then adhere it.
9. Adhere the card closed with Tear & Tape Adhesive.
10. Adhere the Elegant Eggplant card stock to the card front.

11. Place the 3½” x 4½” Whisper White card stock in the
Celebrate folder with the bottom edge even with the bottom
of the folder. Emboss in the Big Shot.
12. Stamp the large splotchy stamp over the debossed word in
Elegant Eggplant ink. You will want to stamp it several times.
13. Use the Clear Wink of Stella marker to color in the more solid
sections of the splotches.
14. Flick the tip of the Clear Wink of Stella from the inside to the
outside of the pen cap to splatter the glitter ink over the top
section of the card. Repeat with the Elegant Eggplant
marker. Allow to dry.
15. Adhere the Whisper White layer to the Smoky Slate layer
with adhesive of your choice.
16. Adhere this layer to the Elegant Eggplant layer.
17. Slide the card open and use the handheld punch to put a
hole at the bottom of the slider. Thread the silver and
Whisper White ribbons through the hole. Tie them together
with the Elegant Eggplant Baker’s Twine.

